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In small cell networks (SCNs), the path loss be-
comes smaller, and energy efficiency could be im-
proved. If plenty of small base stations (BSs) are
deployed, the energy consumption of each BSs can
be small enough to make the total energy remain
the same or even less. However, because of the cost
of deployment and maintenance, operators often
choose to install BSs which are not small enough.
Thus the total energy consumption in SCNs still
increases.

In [1], it is showed that queue state informa-
tion (QSI) could be used to promote energy effi-
ciency. Most of the existing researches of queue-
aware scheduling focus on single cell scenario, in-
cluding the optimization of sum rate [2], delay [3]
and energy [1]. Besides, they did not consider
BS selection and inter-cell interference. Most of
the existing researches of user scheduling and re-
source allocation in multiple cells concentrate on
enhancing throughput and do not consider QSI,
such as [4]. Authors in [5] studied energy saving,
but QSI was not considered.

In this paper, we concentrate on minimizing the
total energy consumption in all slots in SCNs with
resource reuse among cells by queue-aware user
scheduling and resource allocation. The accom-
plishments of the study are as follows.

• QSI and channel state information (CSI) are
jointly considered for user scheduling and power
allocation to save the total energy consumption in
coordinated multi-cell SCNs with resource reuse
among cells, where interference exists among ad-
jacent cells. A heuristic algorithm (HA) is pro-
posed, and the performance of HA is similar to
that of exhaustive search algorithm (ESA).

• A distributed feedback algorithm jointly uti-
lizing QSI and CSI to lessen CSI feedback is pro-
posed. To the best of authors’ knowledge, the joint
consideration of QSI and CSI to lessen CSI feed-
back could not be found in existing researches.

System model and problem formulation. Fig-
ure 1 shows the scenario of user assignment and
power allocation in SCNs, where interference ex-
ists among adjacent cells using the same radio re-
source. N BSs and K mobile stations (MSs) exist
in the cellular system. Downlink transmission is
considered. MSs access BSs in time division mul-
tiple access (TDMA) fashion. Data for MSs are
cached separately in the central controller. In each
slot, the central controller uses both QSI and CSI
to make a decision of joint user scheduling and
power allocation. It is assumed that the central
controller already has the CSI prediction of this
slot from previous measurement and feedback from
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the MSs.

sij(t) ∈ {0, 1} is the indicator of user scheduling.
When MSj is assigned to BSi in slot t, sij(t) = 1.
Otherwise, sij(t) = 0. In later discussions, the no-
tation t will be left out if it does not affect the read-
ability. In each slot, each MS can be assigned to
not more than one BS, and each BS can serve not
more than one MS. Denote aj(t) as the stochastic
process of data arrival of MSj in slot t. Denote the
value of bj(t) as the data conveyed of MSj in slot
t. Qj(t) represents the queue length of MSj at the
beginning of slot t and it could be calculated as

Qj(t+ 1) = max [Qj(t)− bj(t), 0] + aj(t). (1)

Denote pi(t) as the transmitting power of BSi in
slot t. As all the BSs use the same spectrum, some
BSs could cause strong interference to MSs which
are not served by them. The problem is to find an
optimal strategy of user assignment sij and power
allocation pi to minimize the mean of total power
expenditure in all slots. At the same time, the
queues of MSs are supposed to be mean rate sta-
ble1). Keeping the traffic queue mean rate stable
can make sure that all the traffic data can be con-
veyed in time [1]. Then we get a stochastic control
optimization problem as in (2):

min
sij(t),pi(t)

lim
T→∞

1

T

T−1
∑

t=0

N
∑

i=1

K
∑

j=1

sij(t)pi(t)

s.t. (i)

N
∑

i=1

sij(t) 6 1, ∀j, t,

(ii)

K
∑

j=1

sij(t) 6 1, ∀i, t, (2)

(iii) sij(t) ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i, j, t,

(iv) 0 6 pi 6 pmi , ∀i, t,

(v) Qj(t) is mean rate stable, ∀j, t.

In problem (2), constraint (i) ensures one user in
each slot can be assigned to not more than one
BS; constraint (ii) ensures each BS in each slot can
serve not more than one user; constraint (iv) en-
sures the transmitting power of BSi can not exceed
pmi and ensures the transmitting power is positive;
constraint (v) ensures all the data can be trans-
mitted.

Dynamic scheduling strategy for interference

channel. According to Lyapunov optimization the-
ory [1], we can get the following optimization prob-
lem for scenario with resource reuse among cells:
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Figure 1 Scenario of multiple user scheduling in SCNs.

min
sij ,pi

N
∑

i=1

K
∑

j=1

Vijsij

s.t.

N
∑

i=1

sij 6 1, ∀j,

K
∑

j=1

sij 6 1, ∀i, (3)

sij ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i, j, 0 6 pi 6 pmi , ∀i,

where Vij = −Qjrij + V pi and rij (bits/s) is the
data rate from BSi to MSj . Denote hij as the
complex channel gain2). According to Shannon
capacity theory, it can be calculated as

rij = B log2

(

1 +
pi|hij |

2

1 +
∑

k 6=i pk|hkj |2

)

sij . (4)

In problem (3), user scheduling sij and power
allocation pi are coupled together, which makes
the problem very difficult to solve. Since the
mixed combinatorial problem is NP-hard [6], we
propose a heuristic iteration algorithm. In the
algorithm, we try to decouple the the process of
user scheduling and the process of power alloca-
tion. First, we assume there is no inter-cell inter-
ference and the transmitting power is given with
pi = p̂i. Take p̂i into problem (3), then we get
a generalized assignment problem (GAP), where
Vij = −QjB log2(1 + p̂i|hij |

2) + V p̂i. Second, as-
sume user scheduling is given and try to find the
optimal power allocation. Denote the optimal user
scheduling of the GAP as ŝij and take ŝij into
problem (3). Then we get a non-convex optimiza-
tion problem of power allocation:

min
pi

N
∑

i=1

K
∑

j=1

[−Qjrij + V pi] ŝij

s.t. 0 6 pi 6 pmi , ∀i.

(5)

1) Q(t) is mean rate stable, if limt→∞

E[Q(t)]
t

= 0 [1].
2) Assume hij(t) is normalized by noise power. If MSj receive no signal from BSi, hij is assumed to be zero.
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The problem in (5) is a constrained non-
convex optimization problem, and global op-
timization algorithms [7] could be applied to
get p̂i. Then repeat the above process until
the iteration gain in the decrease of F (t) =
∑N

i=1

∑K

j=1 [−Qjrij + V pi] sij is negligible. The
result of simulations shows HA has similar per-
formance as brute-force algorithm, which could be
found in Appendix A.

Distributed adaptive feedback strategy. The pro-
posed algorithm above needs full CSI, and the
overhead of CSI feedback is quite heavy, when
there are a lot of MSs or BSs. Therefore the CSI
feedback overhead needs to be compressed. In our
previous work [8], a two-step feedback strategy is
proposed, and LQ and LKQ feedback algorithms
are also presented. In the feedback strategy, the
number of channel gains which MSj reports in each
time slot is Lj. In this part, we propose a QSI and
CSI based algorithm (LQH), where QSI and CSI
are jointly considered to determine Lj. And Lj is
defined as

Lj=min

[

Lmax,

N
∑

i

min

(

1,

⌊

Qj|hij |
2

Qmean
j |hmean|2

⌋)]

,

(6)

where Qmean
j is pre-determined parameter con-

cerning the average queue length of MSj , hmean is
pre-determined parameter concerning the channel
state of the system, Lmax is the maximum number
of feedback channels. For some cross-layer com-
munication systems, Qj can be acquired from the

transport layer. Otherwise, we can use Q̂j instead

ofQj , where Q̂j(t) = max[Q̂j(t−1)−bj(t−1), 0]+λ

and Q̂j(t) can be regulated in a long time scale.
Qmean

j could be updated by the central controller
at intervals. Besides, MSs can also calculateQmean

j

locally [8]. Besides, LQH could be extended for
the sytem with multipe carriers in [9]. Simulation
results in Appendix A verify that LQH algorithm
can substantially reduce the overhead of CSI feed-
back. Besides, LQH could be extended for the
sytem with multipe carriers in [9].

Conclusion. This paper jointly considered QSI
and CSI to lessen energy consumption of BSs in
SCNs, where inter-cell interference exists. User
scheduling and power allocation are employed to
minimize the total energy consumption in all slots,
while keeping the user data queue mean rate sta-
ble simultaneously. A heuristic iterative algorithm

is presented. In order to diminish the CSI feed-
back overhead, a distributed CSI feedback algo-
rithm based on QSI and CSI is presented.
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